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Term 1

2018 - 2019

STUDENT NAME

Dianna Adams
GRADE

Grade 3
ADVISOR

Beth Pace
ATTENDANCE
96.88%

2

57

PRESENT

ABSENT

PRESENT

4

0

0

LATE

HEALTH

SPORTS

LETTER
Dear Parents,
An education at Faria International School is about actively combining challenging and enriching experiences
with academic rigour and creative opportunities. We want our students to have the courage to push the
boundaries of their experience and to explore the possibilities that are available to them. While we are proud of
their academic results, there is so much more to the education that we provide. It is, therefore, important that
parents wholeheartedly support the ethos of the school.
Whether in the classroom, on the stage, participating in an expedition, playing sports, or when serving others,
we want our students to experience the excitement of discovering that they are capable of achieving far more
than they thought possible. We have high expectations of our students and they, in turn, have high expectations
of themselves.
On this note, I would like to present the first report card of this academic year. Let’s work together to create an
environment for true development.
Kind regards,
John Walden
School Principal

NAME

Dianna Adams

Grade 3 — Term 1

ACADEMIC YEAR

2018 - 2019

EFFORT
GRADE

DESCRIPTOR

EE

Exceeds Expectations

ME

Meets Expectations

BE

Below Expectations

N/A

Not Applicable

ACHIEVEMENT
GRADE

DESCRIPTOR

EE

Exceeds Expectations

ME

Meets Expectations

BE

Below expectations

N/A

Not Applicable
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NAME

Dianna Adams

Grade 3 — Term 1

ACADEMIC YEAR

2018 - 2019

SUMMARY OF ACHIEVEMENT
ARTS 3
GORDON GUY

GRADE

EFFORT

BE

ACHIEVEMENT

ME

COMMENTS:

Dianna has a clear vision and is able to follow through with it in her projects. She has a lot of creative potential!
She should try to focus more on details for her projects. I sense she has a tendency to rush through our assignments
at times. She has been matching different types of colors well and has been helping other students with picking out
some good color matches. Her projects have been creative and well done. She partners well with others but can get
distracted easily.

MUSIC 3
BELLA BAKER

GRADE

EFFORT

ME

ACHIEVEMENT

ME

COMMENTS:

Dianna is not afraid to push the limits with her musical abilities. She is a very energetic and creative individual. I
suggest that she strives for longer periods of focus and practice time with her song assignments. This dedicated
time will help her memorize songs faster!

ENGLISH 3
BETH PACE

GRADE

EFFORT

EE

ACHIEVEMENT

ME

COMMENTS:

Dianna has read 4 chapter books so far this year. She has good reading comprehension and decoding skills. She is
reading at a 4 grade level. Dianna is a creative writer. She has a strong command of the English language. She puts
a great deal of time and effort into her writing. Dianna is an excellent speller. She knows her assigned words, but
needs to apply spelling skills to writing assignments. She has model handwriting. She has a positive attitude
towards school. Dianna is a leader and a positive role model for other students. Keep up the good work!
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NAME

Dianna Adams

Grade 3 — Term 1

MATH 3
BETH PACE

ACADEMIC YEAR

2018 - 2019
GRADE

EFFORT

EE

ACHIEVEMENT

EE

COMMENTS:

Dianna comprehends the importance of key vocabulary in solving word problems. She able to clearly verbalize
problem-solving strategy to peers. She explains thinking processes using pictures and numbers Dianna accuracy
and speed of responding to math facts is strong With the use of manipulates, she frequently and accurately solves
more complex math problems. Dianna demonstrates a solid grasp of his times table. She consistently and
accurately sorts and classifies shapes The only concern I have is Dianna participates fully during math discussions
but sometimes talks excessively and interrupts others.

PE / HEALTH 3
KYLE ALEXANDER

GRADE

EFFORT

EE

ACHIEVEMENT

ME

COMMENTS:

I've seen a lot of improvement in both her performance and motivation from last year! She's been actively
participating in all the games and has fun with trying new challenges. She especially liked our unit on basketball
and wanted to keep playing it. I would encourage Dianna to find a sport or activity she likes and to do it outside of
school as I think it will continue to help with her teamwork and her interest in sports. She struggled a bit during
our swimming unit and I would encourage her to spend some time at a pool to continue gaining some experience
being in the water and feeling more comfortable. Keep up the good work!

SCIENCE 3
BETH PACE

GRADE

EFFORT

ME

ACHIEVEMENT

EE

COMMENTS:

Dianna has a refreshingly analytic mind for science concepts. She did a wonderful job on his/her Volcano project.
Her reading comprehension supports with Dianna's ability to perform well on science tests. She is an active
participant in class discussions. She has no difficulty memorizing scientific concepts. Dianna understands and
executes the scientific process in class. She takes pride in his/her science projects.She treats others with respect.
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NAME

Dianna Adams

Grade 3 — Term 1

SOCIAL STUDIES 3
BETH PACE

ACADEMIC YEAR

2018 - 2019
GRADE

EFFORT

ME

ACHIEVEMENT

ME

COMMENTS:

Dianna is an active participant in social studies discussions. Her social studies notes are often complete. She has no
difficulty memorizing social studies facts and dates. She understands all social studies concepts taught so far this
year. She makes a sincere effort and works hard in class. She does well with group activities. She is becoming
more independent when completing class assignments. She demonstrates positive character traits. She is respectful
and considerate.

ADVISOR COMMENTS
Dianna continues to do well in our language arts coursework! She is an avid reader, although at time his attention
can drift from the task at hand. She is careful and deliberate in his writing, and always works hard to make sure that
the work she produces is of high quality. She is also ready to write second and third drafts, and makes a clear effort
to take comments into consideration and produce improved work with each iteration. Dianna is a positive, outgoing
student! She always participates during class discussions and helps her classmates when they are struggling to
understand concepts. She should try to put a little more effort into her at-home writing assignments.
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NAME

Dianna Adams

Grade 3 — Term 1

ACADEMIC YEAR

2018 - 2019

REFLECTIONS
DIANNA ADAMS
I have liked Third Grade so far. My goals this term were to get better at multiplication and spelling. I came
in first place in the Spelling Bee at the end of this term, so I am very proud of how much better I am! For
Math, I feel like I did well because I am already at my 6s and we needed to be able to be at our 8s in
Multiplication. I still have a little ways to go, but I am proud since numbers are hard for me.
What I want to work on more next term: I want to work on Multiplication some more, and I want to use the
Art project flash cards we made to help me get better at Multiplication at home. I am looking forward to
doing more science projects. I also want to run for Class President since we learned so much about good
leadership in class, and hope that I will be voted in.
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